GENERAL INFORMATION

These General Conditions of Use set out below relate to the website of MEURENS NATURAL SA whose registered office is situated at 21 rue des Martyrs, B-4650 HERVE, registered on the Belgian Companies register, the Banque Carrefour des Entreprises under number BE0451.631.703, and is accessed at www.meurensnatural.com, hereafter the “Site”.

Use of this Site is subject to the General Conditions of Use set out below.

By accessing this Site users accept all of these General Conditions of Use.

SUBSCRIPTION TO THE NEWSLETTER

Subscription to the newsletter via the Site implies accepting that personal user information is collected (name, email address, telephone number, country etc.), and their later use as set out in these General Conditions of Use.

Users may at any time request to be unsubscribed from the newsletter either by using the link shown at the bottom of the newsletter or by sending an application to MEURENS NATURAL SA at info@meurensnatural.com.

THE USE OF PERSONAL DATA

S.A. MEURENS NATURAL will use the personal data collected or received in a way which conforms with the Belgian law dated 8 December 1999 relating to the protection of private life and its past and future amendments.

The data collected or received via the Site may be used for the following purposes: sending the newsletter, direct marketing and contacting.

Users may have access to their small data that has been recorded at any time and ask that they are corrected by simple application sent to MEURENS NATURAL SA at info@meurensnatural.com
MEURENS NATURAL SA will not transfer personal data which has been collected at the time of using the Site or subscribing to the newsletter to any third party whatsoever (except for the Site administrator).

MEURENS NATURAL SA however is not liable for the fraudulent use by third party of this data following its illegal removal in spite of the precautions taken by MEURENS NATURAL SA to ensure its protection. In this respect, MEURENS NATURAL SA has solely an obligation of best efforts.

In the event of abusive or illegal use of data, MEURENS NATURAL SA will not be liable for direct or indirect damage or loss suffered by Site Users.

In the event of demand from a legal or governmental authority or from the forces of law and order, MEURENS NATURAL SA is likely to transfer personal information collected on the Site to them.

**COOKIES**

Visiting the Site involves cookies being inserted on visitors' computers.

Cookies are chains of information recorded on the Site user's computer hard disk. They enable the speed of Site use to be improved and avoid the need to repeat some information.

Additionally cookies enable MEURENS NATURAL SA to collect information on the type of browser used, the IP used, the pages consulted by the Site user etc.

Users have the right to configure their browser to block cookies; this however will have a negative effect on the proper functioning of the Site.

The refusal of cookies by users or by their browser is likely to result in all or part of the Site being inaccessible.

Cookies enable MEURENS NATURAL SA to analyse the way in which the Site is used, it being understood that there is no systematic check carried out on the type of information viewed or printed by any particular user. Cookies therefore enable data to be collected as a whole for statistical purposes to improve the Site.
The Site also uses GOOGLE ANALYTICS which is an analysis service offered by GOOGLE INC. The information generated by the cookies relating to Site use (including users’ IP addresses) is transferred and stored by GOOGLE on servers in the USA. This information is then used by GOOGLE to draw up reports on Site activity for the attention of Site operators and to offer other services relating to Site activity and internet use. GOOGLE may transfer this information to third parties where it is required by legislation or for the purpose of subcontracting information on behalf of GOOGLE.

By using the Site users authorise processing of information by GOOGLE in the way and for the purposes set out above.

**INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS**

The Site owner is MEURENS NATURAL S.A. whose registered office situated at rue des Martyrs, 21 B-4650 Herve registered under n° BE0451.631.703 on the Belgian Companies register The Banque Carrefour des Entreprises.

The Site administrator is MEURENS NATURAL SA. whose registered office is situated at rue des Martyrs, 21 B-4650 Herve registered under n° BE0451.631.703 on the Belgian Companies register, the Banque Carrefour des Entreprises.

All text, photos, designs, graphics, images which are found on the Site are protected by copyright such that their content and design may not be copied or reproduced without prior written authorisation from the Site owner.

MEURENS NATURAL SA has title to the registered trademarks, trading name, logos and domain names of the Site such that these are protected by legislation and may only be used with prior authorisation from MEURENS NATURAL SA.

**LIMITS TO LIABILITY**

The obligation to distribute accurate information on the Site constitutes an obligation to best efforts by MEURENS NATURAL SA and not an obligation to achieve results.

In the event of error, inaccuracy, or omission relating to information on the Site, MEURENS NATURAL SA will not be liable for any damage or loss arising to Site users.

MEURENS NATURAL SA is also not liable for information on other sites to which the Site refers them by hyperlink as MEURENS NATURAL SA has no power to supervise or check the content of these sites. In the same way, MEURENS NATURAL SA has not carried out any check on the quality or accuracy of information set out on these sites and therefore will not be liable for any damage or loss to Site users following consultation of a site to which the Site is linked. These links are purely for informational purposes and the site operators alone are responsible for the accuracy of information supplied and compliance with legislation and regulations relating to products and services that they offer.
AMENDMENTS

MEURENS NATURAL SA has the right to amend Site content without prior notice including these General Conditions of Use and the Legal Notices.

The nullity, legality or non-applicability of any one of the provisions of these General Conditions of Use resulting or not from any legislative amendment will not result in the nullity or non-applicability of the other provisions in these General Conditions of Use.

APPLICABLE LAW - COURTS HAVING JURISDICTION

Belgian law is applicable to these General Conditions of Use and Legal Notices

Any dispute relating to the existence, validity, applicability or interpretation of these General Conditions of Use and Legal Notices will be decided by Belgian courts for the Liège legal district (the Liège Division).